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The 31isha Pitkin House is a 1764 gambrel-roofed house, presently located 
just north of Route 95 in Guilford, Connecticut. Tlie house is five bays 
wide and two stories tall; two chimneys flank the impressive double-leaved 
door with its massive entablature. A one and a half story ell extends to the 
rear of the house. This is a portion of the seventeenth cenJkttay house 
of Joseph Pitkin, father of the builder of the main house, Elisha Pitkin. 
In 1955, the house was removed from its original location in East Hartford, 
where it was threatened with demolition, and relocated on its present 
site. For some years prior to the move, the structure had been ¥acant 
and suffered some structural damage. At the time of the move, unsound 
elements were replaced and structural integrity restored. The configuration 
of the house was not altered however and care was taken to employ as much 
of the original fabric as possible.

The clapboarded facade contains nine windows and is dominated by an elab 
orate double leaved door with four lights. Fluted pilasters with rosettes 
in the necking flank the doors., which retain their original hardware. A 
broad moulded entablature with a central console surmounts the entrance. 
To the left of the facade, a roof sweep attached just below the second 
story windows and supported by posts forms a piazza. This appears in 
photos taken early in this century but does not seem to have been part of 
either the 1764 or the 1690 houses. To the right of the facade stands a 
two car garage connected to the house via a one-story mud-room, both added 
c. 1965. This addition required the removal of the rear window on the first 
floor of the end wall, which originally contained six windows. Though 
clearly modern additions, the garage and mud-room are not incompatible with 
the main house, being clapboarded, like the house. All of the windows, 
except those which occur directly below the main cornice, are ornamented 
with simple moulded cornices and have twelve over twelve sash.

A first floor plan of the Pitkin house appears in J. Frederick Kelly f s 
Early Domestic Architecture of Connecticut and indicates that the present ell 
to the rear of the main house is the right half of a two-chamber story and 
a half central chimney structure, constructed c. 1690. Vhen the eighteenth 
century Elisha Pitkin house was built in 1764, the left half of the older 
structure was torn down. Th#-. re&aind&r , b£ the Joseph Pitkin house, 
then became the kitchen for the new main house, connecting vith its left 
rearchamber. (see "Figure 18") At that time, the central chimney of the 1650 
house became an end wall chimney and one fireplace was blocked, up. In 
1955, at the time of the move, an enclosed v.orch was added off the 1690 
ell and the fireplace re-opened. Other elements of the 1955 move and restor 
ation included the laying of a concrete foundation behind the original red 
sandstone blocks, the replacement of a rotted, sill, the repointing and 
repair of the chimneystacks and the replacement of some purlins, raf'L^rs 
and plates.

. !Two other 'alterations have"..*be.en\ ! made. - A bay window hac; been inserted 
along the left wall below the pia&Sa roof and above it, on the second 
story, a third window has been centered between the; original two.
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Much of the interior detail of the Pitkin house remains intact. There 
are cased summer beams in the two front rooms on both the first and 
second floors. The corner posts are flared and cased as well. Simple 
panelling exists in both front chambers on the first floor. In one 
chamber there is a panelled wainscot extending to the windowsills as well 
as a panelled fireplace wall. In the other, only the fireplace wall is 
panelled, though here a single panel measures 38" wide. The central stair 
case has two landings and a quarter turn, with turned banisters, three 
to a tread; there is a simple turned newel post.

Once located along Hast Hartford's "lain street abo¥e the meadows along 
the Connecticut River, the Hlisha l-'itkin House occupied a prominent 
site opposite the Third Church of Hartford. It is presently located in 
a suburban section of Guilford, which recently has been developed with 
medium-sized houses. The landscaping directljr around the HitHin 
obscures these houses, netting it off from its neighbors. An in? 
swimminr -pool and, a tennis court h^ve been added to the""
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The Elisha Pitkin House is a fine example of late colonial architecture 
with its broad gainbrel roof, clapboarded facade and massive double door. 
With the seventeenth century ell to the rear, the house reflects the resource 
fulness and thrift of colonial builders and illustrates the changing 
forms of early Connecticut architecture. The Elisha Pitkin House and its 
1690 antecedent, the Joseph Pitkin house ell to the rear, are a valuable 
document in the history not only of an illustrious Connecticut family but 
of the town of East Hartford and the state as well.

Within the town of East Hartford, the Pitkin family name loomed large. 
As original settlers and owners of extensive acreage, the Pitkins naturally 
contributed significantly to East Hartford's growth. The (now ruinous) 
Pitkin Glass Works in Manchester, Connecticut, is &i early industry in 
colonial Connecticut. Surviving examples of Pitkin glass..a^e rare today 
and consequently of great value. In addition to the Glass Works (to which 
the state assembly granted a monopoly on glass manufacture in appreciation 
of services rendered to the state during the Pievolution), there were 
several Pitkin mills, for both cotton and wool, as well as other factories, 
most notably that Which produced the "Pitkin Watch".* There were stores 
and even hotels, all owned by Pitkins. i.glance at the 184-0 map of East 
Hartford reveals the extent to which this one family dominated the early 
history of the town. The Pitkin family left their mark on affairs of 
wider scope as well. Descendants of Martha Pitkin Wolcott, sister of the 
family's progenitor, William, include seven governors, four of Connecticut 
and three in other states.

Squire Zlisha Pitkin, owner of the 1764 house, was a graduate of Yale, a 
magistrate and justice in East Hartford and a major commandant of artillery 
in the Pievolution. He was also East Hartford's representative to the 
General Assembly from 1784-1805 and a one third owner of the Pitkin Glass 
Works. In addition, 3quire Elisha was "closely identified" with the 
manufacture of gunpowder, snuff, and. anchors, and. with the West Indies 
trade. As the home of this energetic and enterprising patriot, the Pitkin 
house witnessed considerable activity: it was nicknamed the "Minister's 
Hotel" because of the large number of clergymen entertained there and once 
hosted the Comte de Ilochambeau when he and his troops stopped at East 
Hartford on their way to Torktown. Of all the properties once associated 
with the Pitkin family, only this house and the ruins of the Pitkin Glass 
Works remain.

.£.

According to A. P. Pitkin, in 18-24, Jame,s F. and Eenry Pitkin commenced 
manufacture of the "American Lever Watch, the first ever made in this 
country. Pitkin Family of America, p. Ixxvii.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
Commencing on High Woods Drive and running south on High Woods Drive to the 
south property line, then west to the west property line, north to the 
northern boundary and east returing to High woods Drive. Volume 231, p. 508,
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The house remained in the Pitkin family until 1871 and in the nineteen- 
forties was the object of an abortive restoration attempt by the town of 
East Hartford, which failed for lack of funds. J. Frederick Kelly, who 
had examined and recorded the house for inclusion in his Early Domestic 
Architecture of Connecticut, was to have been the consultant for the 
restoration. In addition, the house was recorded by the Historic 
American Buildings Survey. In 1953, the house was purchased by Edward 
Pitkin, a lineal descendent, removed to its present site, just off Route 
77 in C-uilf ord, Connecticut, and restored by the G-uilford firm of Land on 
and Hall. Despite this move and the repairs necessary to restore its 
structural integrity, the house is significant and valuable as the sole 
remaining building still in use associated with the influential Pitkin 
family. It is as well a fine late colonial house.
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